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552b(c) (4), (8), (9)(A) and (10) and 17
CFR 200.402(a)(4), (8), (9)(i) and (10).
Commissioner Treadway, as duty
officer, voted to consider the items listed
for the closed meeting in closed session.
The subject matter of the closed
meeting scheduled for Tuesday,
February 27,1985, at 10:00 a.m., will be:
Formal order of investigation.
Report of investigation.
Institution of administrative proceedings of
an enforcement nature.
Settlement of administrative proceedings of
an enforcement nature.
Institution of injunctive actions.

The subject matter of the open
meeting scheduled for Thursday,
February 28,1985, at 2:30 p.m., will be:
1. Consideration of whether to publish a
release soliciting comments on various
concepts, including two approaches designed
to harmonize disclosure and distribution
practices for multinational offerings. For
further information, please contact Martin
Meyrowitz at (20) 272-3250.
2. Consideration of the General Counsel
report on the Commission’s Bankruptcy
Program.
In December 1983 the Commission
considered and adopted a report on the
Commission’s bankruptcy program prepared
by Commissioner Longstreth in which he
recommended changes to the Commission’s
approach to its statutory responsibilities
under the Bankruptcy Code to participate in
reorganization cases on behalf of public

investors. At that time, the Commission
directed the General Counsel to prepare a
report with recommendations after one'year’s
experience in administering the changed
program. The General Counsel’s report
requests the Commission to adopt a series of
guidelines to direct the staff in the exercise of
the Commission's statutory responsibilities
under the Bankruptcy Code as special
advisor to the courts in reorganization cases
and its responsibilities under the federal
securities laws to enforce those laws against
debtors undergoing reorganization. For
further information, please contact Michael
A . Berman at (202) 272-2498.
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PLACE:
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announced:

Monday,

February 4,1985.
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IN THE MEETING: Additional
meeting.
The following item was considered at
a closed meeting scheduled for
Wednesday, February 13,1985, at 3:25
p.m.
Regulatory matter bearing
enforcement implications.
Chairman Shad and Commissioners
Treadway, Cox and Marinaccio
determined that Commission business
required the above change and that no
earlier notice thereof was possible.
At times changes in Commission
priorities require alterations in the
scheduling of meeting items. For further
information and to ascertain what, if
any, matters have been added, deleted
or postponed, please contact: David
Martin at (202) 272-2179.

9

Assistant Secretary.

S E C U R IT IE S A N D E X C H A N G E C O M M IS S IO N

February 19,1985.

F ED ERA L R E G IS T E R CITA T IO N OF
PR EV IO U S ANN OU NCEM ENT: (50 FR

B IL L IN G C O D E 8 0 1 0 -0 1 -M

At times changes in Commission
priorities require alterations in the
scheduling of meeting items. For further
information and to ascertain what, if
any, matters have been added, deleted
or postponed, please contact: Bruce
Kohn at (202) 272-3195.
Shirley E. Bollis,

Assistant Secretary.
February 19,1985.
[FR Doc. 85-4369 Filed 2-19-85; 1:26 pm]

change

Shirley E. Hollis,

2/7/85).
statu s:

Closed meeting.
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[FR Doc. 85-4369 Filed 2-19-85; 1:01 pm]
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
40 CFR Parts 23 and 100
[FRL 2752-51]
Judicial Review Under EPAAdministered Statutes; Races to the
Courthouse
: Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA)
a c t i o n : Final rule.

agency

: In 1980 EPA issued a rule
fixing a definitely ascertainable time
when Clean Water Act rules would be
considered issued for purposes of
judicial review. Today’s final rule
expands the 1980 rules to apply to some
other actions under the Clean Water Act
and establishes similar rules for other
EPA-administered statutes, and is
intended to bring greater fairness to
“races to the courthouse.”
EFFECTIVE DATE: This rule will be
effective on April 22,1985.
su m m ary

FOR FURTHER INFO RM ATIO N CONTACT:

Alan W. Eckert, Office of General
Counsel (LE-132A), Environmental
Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
20460, (202) 382-7606.
SU P PLE M E N T A RY INFORMATION:

I. Introduction
On June 4,1984, EPA proposed to •
establish a definitely ascertainable time
and date of various Agency actions for
purposes of judicial review. 49 FR 23152.
EPA proposed that the time and date of
most EPA actions reviewable in the
various courts of appeals be fixed at
1:00 p.m. eastern time, fourteen days
after the publication of a Federal
Register document, or fourteen days
after signature for unpublished
documents, A comment period of sixty
days was provided.
EPA received two comments. EPA has
carefully considered these comments
and has decided to issue a final rule
identical to the proposed rule.
II. Basis and Purpose of the Rule
A . Experience Under the Clean Water
A ct Racing Rule
The proposed rule was based on a
rule published on April 17,1980,
governing the timing of issuance of
Agency regulations for the purposes of
judicial review under the Clean Water
Act. 45 FR 26046. Under that rule, a
regulation (such as an effluent
limitations guideline) issued under the
Clean Water Act was considered issued
for purposes of direct appellate judicial
review under section 509(b) of the Act at
1:00 p.m. eastern time on the date that is

two weeks after the date when notice of
mechanism prior to issuance of the final
the action appears in the Federal
Clean Water Act racing rule, the
Register.
reviewing court upheld it unanimously.
The purpose of the 1980 rulemaking
Virginia Electric and Power Co. v. EPA,
was to bring greater fairness to so-called supra.
“races to the courthouse.” In these
B. Experience Under Other Statutes
races, litigants who believe that certain
courts are likely to be more receptive to
Racing has been restricted or
their arguments than others seek by
eliminated by Congress in enacting
various means to be the first to be
judicial review provisions in several
informed of an Agency action and then
other EPA-administered statutes. The
to be the first to file a petition for review Clean Air Act, the Resource
in one of the twelve United States courts Conservation and Recovery Act
of appeals. Under 28 U .S.C. 2112(a), any
(RCRA), and the Safe Drinking Water
subsequent petition for review in a
Act all provide for exclusive judicial
different court of appeals must be
review in the D.C. Circuit of EPA’s
forwarded to the court where a petition
nationally-applicable regulations. These
was first filed. That court may then
provisions eliminate a great many racing
forward all the petitions to any other
opportunities. Other statutes, however,
court “for the convenience of the parties
provide racing opportunities that
in the interests of justice.” O f course, as
litigants have exploited. EPA described
the winner of the race hopes, the court
in the preamble to the proposed rules
may also retain all the petitions and
two racing incidents under the Uranium
decide the challenges. The practices of
Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of
forum shopping and races to the
1978 and the Federal Insecticide,
courthouse were described in detail in
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. 49 FR
the preambles to the proposed Clean
23152 (June 4,1984). These disruptive
Water Act racing rule, 44 FR 32006 (June
incidents provided much of the incentive
4,1979), and to the final rule, 45 FR
for EPA to issue the rules published
26046 (April 17,1980).
today.
EPA’s rule did not eliminate Clean
Water Act races to the courthouse, but it C. E P A ’s Response
made them fairer. By setting a definitely
EPA believes^that races to the
ascertainable time of issuance that was
courthouse disserve the public interest.
two weeks after the publication of the
They waste the time of Agency
rule in the Federal Register, racers could
employees who must respond to the
assure themselves of at least a tie in the
racers’ continual requests for
race by simply appearing at the clerk’s
information on the status of pending
office at the appointed time with a
actions and they frequently involve
petition for review. The rule eliminated
expensive, elaborate schemes to be first
the walkie-talkies, human signalling
to file. See, e.g. 44 FR 32009 (June 4,
chains, and open long-distance
1979). Not only are these schemes unfair
telephone lines that had characterized
to racers with less financial resources,
earlier races described in the preamble
they are undignified parodies of the
to the proposed rule.
legal process with which EPA does not
28 U.S.C. 2112(a) provides no explicit
wish to be associated.
direction to courts in resolving ties.
Accordingly, with the rules adopted
However, when petitions for review are
today, EPA seeks to eliminate the worst
filed simultaneously in more than one
abuses associated with races to the
court, courts have typically conferred
courthouse under those EPAamong themselves to designate one
administered statutes that allow racing
court to act as the court of first filing.
and under Which races are reasonably
See United Steelworkers v. M arshall,
likely to occur.
592 F.2d 693, 695 (3rd Cir. 1979) (Third
and Fifth Circuits agreed to confer);
* III. Response to Public Comments
Am erican Public Gas A ss'n v. FTC, 555
EPA received two written comments,
F.2d 852, 861 (D.C. Cir, 1976) (Fifth and
raising several issues. EPA’s response to
D.C. Circuits agreed to confer); Virginia
those comments follows:
Electric and Power Co. v. EPA, 610 F.2d
A . One commenter noted that the
187,189 n, 5 (4th Cir. 1979) (recognizing
Administrator has discretion to depart
appropriateness of conference
procedure).
from the deferral requirements of these
EPA’s experience with its racing rule
rules, because each provision is
under the Clean Water Act has been
preceded by the words, “Unless the
entirely satisfactory. Courts and racers
Administrator otherwise explicitly
alike have relied upon it to determine
provides [in a particular action).” The
the priority in time of multiple petitions
commenter contended that this would
for review. Moreover, when EPA
allow the Administrator to issue a rule
adopted an identical deferral
that is immediately effective, but with a
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deferred effective date, depriving
affected persons of their right to
preliminary relief on judicial review.
Such an action is only a theoretical
possibility. EPA recognizes that the
courts would not follow the rule’s
deferral of the issuance date if EPA
sought to make a rule or action effective
prior to its issuance for judicial review
purposes.
B. The same commenter observed
that, under the “otherwise explicitly
provides” provisions, the Administrator
might make an action immediately
effective. Because of this residual
authority, the commenter contended,
affected persons would have to prepare
to race in all cases, on the chance that
the Administrator might eliminate the
deferral requirement.
Under the Administrative Procedure
Act, codified at 5 U.S.C. 551 et seq., an
agency may not make a final rule
effective less than 30 days after its
publication in the Federal Register,
except “for good cause found and
published with the rule.” 5 U .S.C. 553(d).
EPA uses this authority very sparingly,
and in most cases those affeGted by an
action can rely on the customary
fourteen-day delay in judicial review
promulgation, and a considerably longer
delay in the effective date. The authority
granted by 5 U .S.C. 553(d) is reserved for
cases of urgent need, and such cases
inherently cannot be predicted, nor can
timely notification be given the public.
Thus, although the commenter correctly
notes that in these cases, a race to the
courthouse could occur, EPA sees no
way to prevent this in the unusual case
where the public interest compels a rule
to be immediately effective. In some
cases, it may be possible, as the
commenter suggested, for the Agency to
make a rule effective only a few days
after publication, and to provide a date
of issuance for judicial review purposes
before that date, but after publication.
Such situations should be addressed
individually when they arise.
C. One commenter objected to the
provisions governing actions not
published in the Federal Register. Under
these rules, such actions are effective
fourteen days after they are signed. The
commenter objected that affected
persons may have no notice of the
action, and contended that the rule
would deprive potential litigants of due
process.
Most potential litigants interested in
actions covered by the regulations will
nave actual notice of non-Federal
Register documents. For example,
parties in pesticide cancellation
hearings and other formal hearings
conducted by EPA receive mailed notice
0 nnal decisions of the Administrator.

The rule issued today will have the
beneficial effect of establishing a fixed
trigger for commencing the judicial
review process. The commenter’s
concern—that someone entitled to seek
judicial review, and who has no notice
of the action, will later be barred from
obtaining review by a preclusive judicial
review provision—addresses a matter
not within the scope df this rulemaking.
Any such claim can be raised in judicial
proceedings if it arises in practice. See,
e.g., N R D C v. EPA, 673 F.2d 400, 407
(D.C. Cir. 1982).
IV . Section-by-Section Analysis

Section 23.2 Clean Water A ct
Section 23.2, governing judicial review
under the Clean Water Act, is closely
modeled on the former 40 CFR Part 100
(which EPA is today revoking), which
set the time of the Administrator’s
action for purposes of judicial review at
1:00 p.m. eastern time, two weeks after
the date of publication in the Federal
Register. However, the provision has
been extended to cover EPAbactions
regarding state-submitted National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit programs under section
402 of the Act, and NPDES permit
issuance decisions reviewable under
section 509(b)(1)(F). No races have
occurred under these provisions.
However, these actions could be the
subject of a race to the courthouse, and
are not covered by the former racing
rule.
Because EPA does not publish notice
in the Federal Register of some of the
actions covered by sections 509(b)(1),
such as final decisions on appeals of
NPDES permit actions to the
Administrator, an alternative means of
fixing the time of the action for purposes
of judicial review has been devised. The
final rule follows the former Clean
Water Act rule for any action for which
notice is published in the Federal
Register. For other actions, the time and
date of the action is set at the same time
of day, two weeks after the date when
the action is signed.
s
A principal purpose of the rule is to
allow any potential litigant to ascertain
the correct date easily from the Federal
Register and the action documents
themselves without resort to extrinsic
sources. The litigant can do this simply
by inspecting the action document. If in
its heading the letters “FRL” appear, it is
a “ Federal Register document” as
defined in § 23.1, and it will not be
promulgated for purposes of judicial
review until two weeks after it appears
in the Federal Register. A typical
heading for a Federal Register document
might be:
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40 CFR Part 425
[FRL-2411-3]
Leather Tanning and Finishing Point Source
Category; Effluent Limitations Guidelines,
Pretreatment Standards, and New Source
Performance Standards

Documents that EP A intends to publish
in the Federal Register always include
an “FRL-” number in brackets,
sometimes accompanied by other
identification codes. If a document bears
no “FRL-” number, the final rules rely
on the date of signature to identify the
action date. E P A ’s standard practice is
to mark all signed documents with the
date of signature.
Section 23.3 Clean A ir A ct
Judicial review under the Clean Air
Act is governed by section 307(b), which
restricts judicial review of certain
enumerated actions, and any others
determined by the Administrator to be
“of nationwide scope or effect,” to the
United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit. Actions
covered by the second sentence of
section 307(b), which places judicial
review in the court of appeals “for the
appropriate circuit,” are subject to
racing. These include approvals of State
implementation plans (section 110),
innovative technology waivers (section
lll(j)), new source waivers (section
112(c)), delayed compliance orders
(section 113(d)), smelter orders (section
119), and PSD applicability
determinations. EPA is aware of no
races that have occurred regarding
actions taken under these sections.
Because races are certainly, possible,
EPA accordingly has included such
actions under the racing rules.
The rule parallels the rule described
above for the Clean Water Act, except
that the action date is not deferred for
two weeks if notice is published in the
Federal Register. For Federal Register
documents, Congress has specified the
date of publication in the Federal
Register as the trigger date for judicial
review. Section 307(b)(1) provides that
petitions for review must be filed
“within sixty days from the date notice
of such promulgation, approval, or
action appears in the Federal Register,
. . .” For actions not published in the
Federal Register, however, no such
restriction applies, and EPA has
deferred the trigger date until two weeks
after signature.
Section 23.4 Resource Conservation
and Recovery A ct (RCR A)
RCRA rulemaking actions are
reviewable only in the D.C. Circuit.
However, Congress provided that
certain EPA actions on individual RCRA
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permits, and on state hazardous waste
management programs, are reviewable
in the court of appeals for the district in
which the petitioner “resides or
transacts such business.” RCRA section
7006(b). Because races could occur when
these actions are taken, EPA has
established an action date for judicial
review purposes according to the same
system described above for the Clean
Water Act.
Section 23.5 Toxic Substances Control
A ct fT S C A J
Section 19 of T SCA provides for
judicial review of certain T SCA rules,
and quality control orders under section
6(b)(1), in the United States Codrt of
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit or for the
circuit in which the petitioner resides or
has his principal place of business. The
final rule is identical in substance to the
new Clean Water Act rule.
Section 23.6 Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide A ct (FIFRAJ
FIFRA rulemaking generally is not
reviewable in the courts of appeals.
However, section 16(b) provides for
judicial review in the court of appeals
for the circuit in which the petitioner
“resides or has a place of business” of
“ any order issued by the Administrator
following a public hearing . . ..’’ These
include pesticide cancellation and
suspension orders issued after a hearing.
Because these orders are entered after
hearings to which potential litigants will
be parties, the final rule sets the trigger
date at two weeks after the date of
signature, even if the order is published
in the Federal Register. Section 23.7 Safe Drinking Water Act.
Like the Clean Air Act, the Safe
Drinking Water Act provides for direct
review in the courts of appeals of both
rules and other determinations. Actions
may be filed in the “appropriate circuit,”
which the statute does not define.
Because the racing rule must cover both
actions that are filed in the Federal
Register and those that are not, it is the
same as § 23.1, the final Clean Water
Act rule.
Section 23.8 Uranium M ill Tailings
Radiation Control A ct (U M T RCA J
This statute provides for direct
appellate review only of standards that
EPA publishes as rules. Accordingly, the
racing rule published today makes no
provision for actions that are not
published in the Federal Register.
Section 23.9 A tomic Energy A ct
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1970
transferred to EPA from the Atomic

Energy Commission certain of the
Commission’s authority to issue rules to
protect public health and the
environment from radiation hazards
from source, byproduct, and special
nuclear material. Authority to issue
these rules appears in 42 U .S.C. 2201 and
judicial review of the rules is governed
by 28 U .S.C. 2342 and 2343, which allow
review in the court of appeals for the
circuit where the petitioner resides or
has its principal office, or in the D.C.
Circuit.
Because EPA’s authority is exercised
solely through issuance of regulations,
the final racing rule does not provide for
review when notice is not published in
the Federal Register. In other respects,
the rule follows the Clean Water Act
rule described above.
Section 23.10 Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosm etic A ct
Authority to set tolerances for
residues of pesticides in foods was
transferred by Reorganization Plan No. 3
of 1970 from the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to EPA. Judicial
review of certain tolerance-setting
orders is governed by 21 U.S.C. 346a(i)
and 348(g), which authorize the filing of
a petition for review in the court of
appeals for the circuit where the
petitioner resides or has his principal
place of business. This provision applies
only when an adjudicatory hearing has
been held under 21 U.S.C. 346a(d)(5) or
21 U.S.C. 348(f). The racing rule
published today follows the final Clean
Water Act rule, to allow for actions that
may not be published in the Federal
Register.
V . Conclusion

EPA has determined to publish its
final racing rule identical to the
proposed rule. These final regulations
will have no significant economic
impact. Their principal economic effect
will be to make racing to the courthouse
simple and inexpensive, so that litigants
who are not well financed (such as
small businesses and public interest
groups) can compete equally with
opponents having greater financial
resources. For these reasons, the rules
will not have a significant impact on a
substantial number of small entities.
Similarly, under Executive Order 12291,
EPA must judge whether a regulation is
“Major” and therefore subject to the
requirement of a Regulatory Impact
Analysis. This regulation is not Major
because, for the reasons noted above, it
should not have any significant
economic impacts. This final rule
imposes no record-keeping or reporting
requirements.

This regulation was submitted to the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) for review as required by
Executive Order 12291. Any comments
from OMB to EPA and any EPA
response to those comments are
available for public inspection at: Room
545 West Tower, Environmental
Protection Agency, 401 M Street SW.,
Washington, D.C.
A uthority: Clean Water Act, sections
501(a), 509(b), 33 U.S.C. 1361(a), 1369(b);
Clean Air Act, sections 301(a)(1), 307(b), 42
U.S.C. 7601(a)(1), 7607(b); Solid Waste
Disposal Act, sections 2002(a), 7006(a), 42
U .S.C. 6912(a), 6976; Toxic Substances
Control Act, section 19(a), 15 U .S.C. 2618;
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act, sections 16(b), 25(a), 7
U.S.C. 136n(a), 136w(a); Safe Drinking Water
Act, sections 1448(a)(2), 1450(a), 42 U.S.C.
300j-7(a)(2), 300j-9(a); Atomic Energy Act,
sections 161,189, 42 U .S.C. 2201, 2239; 28
U .S.C. 2343, 2344; Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act, sections 701(a), 408, 409, 21
U.S.C. 371(a), 346a, 348.

List of Subjects
40 CFR Part 23
Judicial review; Races to the Court
House.
40 CFR Part 100
Administrative practice and
procedure, Courts, Water pollution
control.
Dated: February 12,1985.
Lee M. Thomas,

Administrator.
1. 40 CFR Part 23 is added to read as
follow’s:
PART 23— JUDICIAL REVIEW UNDER
EPA— ADMINISTERED STA TUTES
Sec.

23.1 Definitions.
23.2 Timing of Administrator’s action under
Clean Water Act.
23.3 Timing of Administrator’s action under
Clean Air Act.
23.4 Timing of Administrator’s action under
Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act.
23.5 Timing of Administrator’s action under
Toxic Substances Control Act.
23.6 Timing of Administrator’s action under
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act.
23.7 Timing of Administrator’s action under
Safe Drinking Water Act.
23.8 Timing of Administrator’s action under
Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control
Act of 1978.
23.9 Timing of Administrator’s action under
the Atomic Energy Act.
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Sec.
23.10 Timing *>f Administrator’s action
under the Federal Food. Drug, and
Cosmetic Act.
23.11 Holidays.
Authority: Clean Water Act, Secs. 501(a),
509(b), 33 U.S.C. 1361(a), 1369(b); Clean Air
Act, secs. 301(a)(1), 307(b), 42 U .S.C.
7601(a)(1), 7607(b); Solid Waste Disposal Act,
secs. 2002(a), 7006(a), 42 U .S.C. 6912(a), 6976;
Toxic Substances Control Act, sec. 19(a), 15
U.S.C. 2618; Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
and Rodenticide Act, secs. 16(b), 25(a), 7
U.S.C. 136n(a), 136w(a); Safe Drinking Water
Act, secs. 1448(a)(2), 1450(a), 42 U S. 300j7(a)(2), 300j-9(a); Atomic Energy Act, secs.
161,189, 42 U.S.C. 2201, 2239; 28 U.S.C. 2343,
2344; Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act,
secs. 701(a), 408, 409, 21 U.S.C. 371(a), 346a,
348. '
§ 23.1

Definitions.

As used in this part, the term:
(a) “Federal Register document”
means a document intended for
publication in the Federal Register and
bearing in its heading hn identification
code including the letters “FRL.”
(b) “Admininstrator” means the
Administrator or any official exercising
authority delegated by the
Administrator.
§ 23.2 Timing of Administrator’s action
under Clean Water Act.

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicity provides in a particular
promulgation or approval action, the
time and date of the Administrator’s
action in promulgation (for purposes of
sections 509(b)(1) (A), (C), and (E)},
approving (for purposes of section
509(b)(1)(E)), making a determination
(for purposes of section 509(b)(1) (B) and
(D), and issuing or denying (for purposes
of section 509(b)(1)(F)) shall be at 1:00
p.m. eastern time (standard or daylight,
as appropriate) on (a) for a Federal
Register document, the date that is two
weeks after the date when the document
is published in the Federal Register, or
(b) for any other document, two weeks
after it is signed.

(standard or daylight, as appropriate) on
(a) for a Federal Register document, the
date when the document is published in
the Federal Register, or (b) for any other
document, two weeks after it is signed.
§ 23.4 Timing of Administrator’s action
under Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act.

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicitly provides in taking a particular
action, for purposes of section 7006(b),
the tim,e and date of the Administrator’s
action in issuing, denying, modifying, or
revoking any permit under section 3005,
or in granting, denying, or withdrawing
authorization or interim authorization
under section 3006, shall be at 1:00 p.m.
eastern time (standard or daylight, as
appropriate) on the date that is (a) for a
Federal Register document, two weeks
after the date when the document is
published in the Federal Register, or (b)
for any other document, two weeks after
it is signed.
§ 23.5 Timing of Administrator’s action
under Toxic Substances Control Act.

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicitly provides in promulgating a
particular rule or issuing a particular
order, the time and date of the
Administrator’s promulgation or
issuance for purposes of section 19(a)(1)
shall be at 1:00 p.m. eastern time
(standard or daylight, as appropriate) on
the date that is (a) for a Federal Register
document, two weeks after the date
when the document is published in the
Federal Register, or (b) for any other
document, two weeks after it is signed.
§ 23.6 Timing of Administrator’s action
under Federal insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide A c t

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicitly provides in a particular order,
the time and date of entry of an order
issued by the Administrator following a
public hearing for purposes of section
16(b) shall be at 1:00 p.m. eastern time
(standard or daylight, as appropriate) on
the date that is two weeks after it is
signed.'

§ 23.3 Timing of Administrator’s action
under Clean Air Act.

§ 23.7 Timing of Administrator’s action
under Safe Drinking Water Act.

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicitly provides in a particular

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicitly provides in a particular
promulgation action or determination,
the time and date of the Administrator’s
promulgation, issuance, or
determination for purposes of section
1448(a)(2) shall be at 1:00 p.m. eastern

promulgation, approval, or action, the
time and date of such promulgation,
approval or action for purposes of the
second sentence of section 307(b)(1)
shall be at 1:00 p.m. eastern time
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time (standard or daylight, as
appropriate) on the date that is (a) for a
Federal Register document, two weeks
after the date when the document is
published in the Federal Register or (b)
for any other document, two weeks after
it is signed.
§ 23.8 Timing of Administrator’s action
under Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation
Control Act of 1978.

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicitly provides in a particular rule,
^the time and date of the Administrator’s
promulgation for purposes of 42 U.S.C.
2022(c)(2) shall be at 1:00 p.m. eastern'
time (standard or daylight, as
appropriate) on the date that is two
weeks after the date when notice of
promulgation is published in the Federal

Register.

§ 23.9 Timing of Administrator’s action
under the Atomic Energy Act.

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicitly provides in a particular order,
the time and date of the entry of an
Order for purposes of 28 U.S.C. 2344
shall be at 1:00 p.m. eastern time
(standard or daylight, as appropriate) on
the date that is two weeks after the date
when notice thereof is published in the

Federal Register.

§ 23.10 Timing of Administrator’s action
under the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act.

Unless the Administrator otherwise
explicitly provides in a particular order,
the time and date of the entry of an
order issued after a public hearing for
purposes of 21 U.S.C. 346a(i) or 348(g)
shall be at 1:00 p.m. eastern time
(standard or daylight, as appropriate) on
the date that is (a) for a Federal Register
document, two weeks after the date
when the document is published in the
Federal Register, or (b) for any other
document, two weeks after it is signed.
§23.11

Holidays.

If the date determined under § § 23.2
to 23.10 falls on a fédéral holiday, then
the time and date of the Administrator’s
action shall be at 1:0Q p.m. eastern time
on the next day that is not a federal
holiday.
PART 100— JUDICIAL REVIEW UNDER
CLEAN W ATER A C T [REM OVED]

2. 40 CFR Part 100 is removed.
[FR Doc. 85-3992 Filed 2-20-85; 8:45 am]
B IL L IN G C O D E 6 5 6 0 -5 0 -M
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February 21, 1985

Part III

Department of the
Interior
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement
30 CFR Parts 701, 779, 780, 783, 784,
800, 816, 817 and 823
Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation
Operations; Permanent Regulatory
Program; Compliance With Court Order;
Notice of Suspension
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DEPARTMENT OF TH E INTERIOR
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation
and Enforcement
30 CFR Parts 701, 779, 780,783, 784,
800,816,817, and 823
Surface Coal Mining and Reclamation
Operations; Permanent Regulatory
Program; Compliance With Court
Order
a g e n c y : Office of Surface Mining^
Reclamation and Enforcement, Interior.
a c t Io n : Notice of suspension.
s u m m a r y : The Office of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM) is
suspending certain portions of its
regulations which: (1) Define
“ agricultural activities or farming” on
alluvial valley floors (AVF’s); (2) set the
areal extent and activities for the bond
that operators must post to insure
reclamation of surface coal mining
operations: (3) set forth performance
standards applicable to the
construction, maintenance and
reclamation of roads associated with
surface coal mining operations: (4)
require underground mine operators to
handle earth materials and runoff so as
to restore approximate premining
recharge capacity: (5) require operators
to redress material damage to structures
caused by subsidence only to the extent
required by Stqte law; and (6) provide
exemptions to the special permanent
program standards applicable to
operations on prime farmlands. In
addition, OSM is removing a previous
suspension addressing fish and wildlife
information requirements in permit
applications, thereby reinstating the fish
and wildlife information rules originally
promulgated in 1979. OSM is taking
these actions chiefly as a result of a
District Court decision in Round II of the
present litigation on O SM ’s permanent
program regulations. The suspension of
the provision relating to the restoration
of hydrologic recharge capacity for
underground mines implements a
representation the Secretary of the
Interior made in a brief filed with a U.S.
District Court. The suspensions will be
effective until proposed and final rules
can be promulgated.
EFFECTIVE DATE: March 25,1985.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Brent Wahlquist, Assistant Director for
Technical Services and Research, Office
of Surface Mining, U.S. Department of
the Interior, 1951 Constitution Ave.,
NW „ Washington, D.C. 20240; (202) 3434264.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Background
II. Discussion of Rules Suspended
III. Procedural Matters

I. Background
The Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. 1201
et seq. (the Act), sets forth general
regulatory requirements governing
surface coal mining and the surface
operations and surface impacts of
underground coal mining. OSM has by
regulation implemented or clarified,
many of the general requirements of the
Act and set performance standards to
be achieved by different operations. See
30 CFR Chapter VII.
On March 13,1979, OSM published

regulations implementing the permanent
regulatory program of Title V of the Act.
44 FR 14902 et seq. A number of these
regulations were challenged by States,
coal industry representatives and citizen
and environmental groups. In Re:

Permanent Surface M ining Regulation
Litigation, No. 79-1144 (D.D.C. 1980) (In

Re: Permanent (I)). The District Court
issued decisions in February 1980 and in
May 1980. The parties appealed the
District Court’s decisions in In Re:
Permanent (I) but the D.C. Circuit Court
remanded the case on motion of the
parties pending the outcome of OSM’s
program of regulatory reform. In Re:
Permanent (I), Order, February 1,1983
(D.C. Cir).
Many of the regulations originally
promulgated in 1979 were revised and
repromulgated during 1983 as part of
OSM’s extensive program of regulatory
reform. Citizen and environmental
groups as well as States and industry
representatives again challenged some
of these new regulations in In Re:
Permanent Surface M ining Regulation
Litigation (II), No. 79-1144 (D.D.C. 1984)

(In Re: Permanent (II). In that case the
Court divided its consideration of the
challenged regulations into four rounds
of briefing and oral argument. This
notice of suspension addresses those
regulations remanded by the October 1,
1984 Memorandum Opinion in Round II
of In Re: Permanent (II). An amended
Order was filed on December 10,1984,
specifying which rules were remanded.
An explanation of each of the
regulations to be suspended, the basis
upon which the Court remanded them to
the Secretary and the effect of the
suspension of each regulation is
provided below. Where necessary, OSM
intends to propose revisions to the
remanded rules consistent with the
Court’s Round II opinion.
It is important to recognize that this
suspension notice, although affecting the
Code of Federal Regulations, is an
interpretative statement which

describes how the Secretary is already
implementing Court’s decision. Even in
the absence of this notice, the
Secretary’s actions must be consistent
with the Court Order.
Most State programs were approved
prior to the promulgation of the 1983
rules, and are generally based on OSM’s
1979 rules. In a few instances, State
program amendments were approved
based on the 1983 revisions. State
programs will remain in effect until the
Director of OSM has examined the
provisions of each State program to
determine whether changes are
necessary and has notified the State
regulatory authority pursuant to 30 CFR
732.17(d) that a State program
amendment is required.
With respect to Federal lands, the
Secretary is continually required to
make programmatic decisions, such as
whether and under what conditions to
issue a Federal lands permit. Although
30 CFR 740.11 makes State programs
applicable on Federal lands, the
Secretary will not take any action which
is inconsistent with the Court’s October
I , 1984 opinion regardless of the
provisions of the applicable State
program.

This suspension notice has a direct
effect on Federal Program States, except
as provided below, and on Indian lands,
the rules for which directly reference the
remanded sections.
Additionally, this suspension notice is
no reflection on the Secretary’s intent to
appeal the Court’s decision on any of
these regulations.

II. Discussion of Rules Suspended
Section 701.5 Definition o f
Agricultural A ctivities or Farming " as
Related to A llu via l V alley Floors
On June 28,1983, OSM promulgated
its permanent regulatory program rules
governing surface coal mining
operations on or near alluvial valley
floors. 48 FR 29802. The rules included a
definition for "agricultural activities or
farming.” Congress used the term
“ agricultural activities” in the definition
of alluvial valley floors in Section 701(1)
of the Act and the term “farming” in
section 510(b)(5)(A) of the Act in
describing permit requirements. The
Court remanded the definition in § 701.5
which treats the terms “ agricultural
activities” and “farming” as
synonymous because it believed the use
of different terms might indicate a
congressional intent to prescribe
different meanings to those terms. In Re:
Permanent (II) (Memorandum Opinion
filed October 1,1984) at 31. (Mem. Op )
Accordingly, OSM suspends the
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definition at this time pending proposal
of a rule which is consistent with the
Court’s Order.
Reinstatement o f Sections 779.20, 780.16,
783.20, and 784.21 Fish and W ildlife
Information Requirements
Among the provisions at issue in In
Re: Permanent (I) was former 30 CFR
779.20 (1979), which required each
surface mining permit application to
contain specified fish and wildlife
resources information, including a study
of fish and wildlife habitat within the
proposed mine plan area and the
portions of the adjacent area where
effects on such resources could
reasonably be expected to occur. Former
30 CFR 783.20 (1979) set forth an
identical requirement for the
underground mining permit application.
The purpose of these regulations was to
aid the permit applicant in
demonstrating to the regulatory
authority how it would comply with the
performance standards set forth at 30
CFR 816.97 for the protection of fish,
wildlife and related environmental
values. See the discussion in the
preamble to the 1979 rules, 44 F R 14902,
15037-15038 (March 13,1979).
Plaintiffs in the In Re: Permanent (I)
suit also challenged former 30 CFR
780.16 (1979) which required each
applicant to submit a fish and wildlife
reclamation plan consistent with the
performance standards prescribed in
§ 816.97. Former § 780.16 (1979) required
the applicant to explain how it planned
to minimize the adverse effects of its
mining operations on fish, wildlife and
related environmental values and how it
intended to enhance such resources
when practicable. The regulation also
required statements covering all species
and habitats identified through the
consultation process conducted
pursuant to § 779.20 (1979). Under
former 30 CFR 784.21 (1979), a similar
plan had to be submitted with
underground mining permit applications.
OSM promulgated these regulations to
prevent harm to threatened or
endangered species and other wildlife,
or their habitats, which are protected
under State, Federal or international
laws. See 44 FR at 15052.
Apart from their specific challenge to
the fish and wildlife requirements,
industry plaintiffs also argued that the
Secretary did not have the power to
prescribe uniform standards for permit
processing and bonding requirements
because section 501(b), which grants the
Secretary authority to promulgate
regulations pursuant to “procedures and
requirements for preparation,
submission and approval of State

programs," fails to explicitly list
permitting and bonding.
The District Court rejected industry’s
challenge to the Secretary’s general
authority to promulgate uniform permit
processing and bonding requirements,
stating that specific listing of these
requirements was not necessary since
“the structure of the Act, the general
grants of rulemaking authority, and
section 501(b) support the Secretary’s
power to develop permitting and
bonding regulations.” In Re: Permanent
(I), February 26,1980 Memorandum
Opinion at 31. However, the District
Court proceeded to strike down both
§ 779.20 and § 780.16 because it could
find no authority in the permitting and
bonding sections of the Act for the
Secretary to require fish and wildlife
information in the permit application or
the reclamation plan. In Re: Permanent
(I), February 26,1980 Memorandum
Opinion at 38-39. Accordingly, pursuant
to the Court’s February 1980
Memorandum Opinion, OSM suspended
these provisions, together with § § 783.20
and 784.21, the corresponding
regulations for underground mining
permit applications. 45 FR 51547 (August

4,1980).
Peabody Coal Company appealed the
District Court's decision rejecting
industry’s challenge to the Secretary’s
general rulemaking authority under the
Surface Mining Act. It asserted that the
Secretary has no authority to require
permit applicants to submit any items of
information beyond those specifically
enumerated in the Act. See In Re:
Permanent Surface M ining Regulation
Litigation, 653 F.2d 514, 517 (D.C. Cir.),
cert, denied, 454 U.S. 822 (1981). The
Circuit Court found that the District
Court was correct in holding that the
Act’s explicit listing of information
requirements is not exhaustive and does
not preclude the Secretary from
requiring additional information needed
to insure compliance with the Act. Id. at
527. The Circuit Court was careful to
note that challenges to individual
regulations were separately adjudicated
in the District Court and that the Circuit
Court was not assessing the Secretary’s
justifications for individual regulations.
Id. at 517-18.

Relying on the District Court’s
February 1980 Opinion, in 1983 OSM did
not repromulgate regulations calling for
fish and wildlife information in the
permit application and reclamation plan
when OSM revised the performance
standards found in § 816.97 for the
protection of fish, wildlife and related
environmental values. See 48 FR 30312,
30316 (June 30,1983).
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In Round II of In Re: Permanent (II),
which gives rise to the present
suspension notice, the environmental
plaintiffs challenged the Secretary’s 1983
regulations claiming they fail to require
operators to supply information on fish
and wildlife resources in permit
applications. In his Round II brief, the
Secretary agreed with the plaintiffs that
the Circuit Court’s decision supports his
authority to require fish and wildlife
data. However, the Secretary did not
ask the District Court to reinstate the
previously suspended fish and wildlife
information rules, but rather urged the
Court to allow O SM the opportunity to
propose a rule requiring the information
the Secretary deems necessary for
permit approval. (Government brief at
130.) Instead, the District Court held that
the Circuit Court’s decision upholding
the District Court’s February 1980
decision relating to permitting and
bonding had effectively reinstated the
fish and wildlife information rules
remanded in that decision. Thus, the
Court ordered the Secretary to reinstate
the remanded regulations. In Re:
Permanent (II), October Op. at 58.
The Court held that the Secretary
could not revoke the reinstated
regulations until he conducted a new
rulemaking and articulated a rational
explanation for his actions. Id. at 57. The
effect of this suspension notice is
formally to reinstate 30 CFR 779.20,
780.16, 783.20 and 784.21. pursuant to the
Court’s October 1,1984 Opinion in In
Re: Permanent (II).

OSM intends to propose new rules
delineating the permit application
information requirements for fish and
wildlife resources.
Sections 800.11(b) and 800.13(a)(2)
Incremental Bonding and Phase Bonding
OSM promulgated final permanent
program rules on bonding and insurance
requirements on July 19,1983. 48 FR
32932. Section 800.11(a) requires the
permit applicant to file with the
regulatory authority (RA) a bond made
payable to the RA and conditioned upon
faithful performance o f all requirements
of the Act, the regulatory program and
the permit. The Court remanded two
provisions of the bonding rules to the
Secretary in its October 1,1984 decision.
Mem. Op. at 46, 47.
Section 800.11(b) allows an operator
to post a bond for an area smaller than
the entire area to be mined in a given
permit term. This practice is often
referred to as “incremental bonding."
The Court remanded § 800.11(b) to the
Secretary holding that it contradicts the
Act “to the extent that it allows the
bond to be posted for an area less than
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the entire area to be mined within the
initial permit term.” Mem. Op. at 46.
Accordingly, OSM is suspending
§ 800.11(b) to be consistent with the
Court Order.
As a result of the Court’s decision, all
bonds must apply to the entire area
within the permit area upon which
surface coal mining and reclamation
operations will be conducted during the
initial permit term.
Section 800.13(a)(2) allows miners to
post bonds separately to guarantee
specific phases of reclamation within
the permit area. The Court remanded the
rule, holding that nothing in section 509
of the Act authorizes the Secretary to
split the bond into specific phases of
reclamation as contemplated by
§ 800.13(a)(2). Mem. Op. at 47. Thus,
OSM is suspending the rule to comply
with the Court Order and will
subsequently propose its removal from
the Code of Federal Regulations.
Sections 816.150, 816.151, 817.150,
817.151, and 701.5 Roads
On April 16,1982, OSM proposed
permanent program regulations
addressing the design, construction, use
and maintenance of roads used in
surface coal mining operations. 47 FR
16592. The proposal included a road
classification system for primary and
ancillary roads used in surface mining
activities and underground mining
activities based on frequency of road
use. As a result of comments received,
OSM determined that a classification
based on the purpose of the road instead
of the frequency of road use would more
accurately categorize as primary the
roads which have the potential for
greater adverse environmental impacts.
See 48 FR 22111-22112 (May 16,1983).
Therefore, the final rule promulgated on
May 16,1983 categorizes roads
according to the purposes for which the
roads are used. See 30 CFR 816.150(a)
and 817.150(a); 48 FR 22110.
The Court held that the promulgation
of the classification system in 30 CFR
816.150(a) violated the Administrative
Procedure Act (APA), 5 U.S.C. 553, and
remanded this section of the rule to the
Secretary for proper notice and
comment. Mem. Op. at 28. In the
amended Order filed December 10,1984,
the Court remanded §§ 816.150, 816.151,
817.150(a) and 817.151 which are all
dependent upon the roads classification
system, as well as the definition of road
set forth in § 701.5. This suspension
implements that Order. OSM intends to
propose new regulations which define
the term “road” and which address the
design, construction, use and
maintenance of roads used in surface
coal mining operations.

The Tennessee Federal program, 30
CFR Part 942, adopted at 49 FR 38874
(October 1,1984), was the subject of a
separate notice and comment period
subsequent to the promulgation of the
roads rules, during which time the public
was apprised of the specific content of
the national regulations. See 49 FR 26898
(June 29,1984). Sections 942.816 and
942.817 of the Tennessee Federal
program, as finally àdopted, incorporate
by reference Parts 816 and 817 of
Chapter VII, including the roads rules.
Additionally, specific roads
performance standards were added in
Tennessee to augment the national
rules. Thus, although the Court
remanded § 816.150(a) because O SM ’s
final rule promulgated on May 16,1983
was based on inadequate notice and
comment, the public had adequate
opportunity to comment on the roads
rules as they apply in Tennessee.
Accordingly, all of the roads regulations
suspended by this notice remain in
effect in the Tennessee Federal program.
Section 817.41(b)(2) Restoration o f
Recharge Capacity
Section 817.41(b)(2) provides for the
protection of groundwater quantity by
requiring underground miners to handle
earth materials and runoff in a manner .
designed to allow movement of water to
the groundwater system so as to restore
approximate premining recharge
capacity of the reclaimed area,
excluding coal mine waste disposal
areas and fills. Industry plaintiffs
challenged this new provision (which
had not been included in the Secretary’s
Î979 rules) because the specific
provision in section 515(b)(10) of the Act
requiring the restoration of recharge
capacity interrupted by surface mining
does not appear in the corresponding
provision of the Act, section 516(b)(9),
for underground mining. The Federal
Register preamble to § 817.41(b)(2) did
not address this issue. See 48 FR 43997
(September 26,1983). Therefore, in his
Round III brief in In Re: Permanent (II)
filed December 17,1984, the Secretary
stated his intention to suspend the rule
pending development of a more
complete administrative record
concerning the legal and policy
considerations associated with requiring
underground mine operators to restore
hydrologic recharge capacity.
(Government brief at 5.) In accordance
with the statement in the December 17,
1984 brief, this notice suspends
§ 817.41(b)(2).
As was made clear to the District
Court, the suspension of 817.41(b)(2)
does not affect the applicability of any
of O SM ’s other reclamation
requirements, such as the requirement in

30 CFR 817.41 (1983) to conduct
underground mining and reclamation
activities in a manner to minimize
disturbances and prevent material
damage to the hydrologic balance, or the
obligation in 30 CFR 817.133(a) (1983) to
restore disturbed areas to conditions
capable of supporting premining or
higher or better uses.
The Secretary intends to initiate
further rulemaking proceedings on the
issue of restoration of recharge capacity
associated with underground mines.
Section 817.121(c)(2) Rem edies for
Subsidence Damage Lim ited by State
Law
On June 1,1983, OSM promulgated 30
CFR 817.121(c)(2) which requires an
operator to redress material damage to
surface structures or facilities resulting
from subsidence only to the extent
required by State law. 48 FR 24638. This
rule represented a change from previous
§ 817.124 (1979) which required the
operator to redress subsidence-caused
material damage irrespective of State
law. 44 FR 15440 (March 13,1979).
The Court held that it was improper
for OSM to adopt without sufficient
notice a final rule that represented a
complete reversal of policy from the
1979 regulation. Mem. Op. at 11.
Accordingly, the Court remanded the
regulation to be repromulgated in
accordance with the notice and
comment requirements of the APA. By
this notice, OSM suspends the portion of
§ 817.121(c)(2) which the Court
remanded. OSM intends to repropose
the suspended rule.
The Tennessee Federal program, 30
CFR Part 942, 49 FR 38874 (October 1,
1984) was the subject of a separate
notice and comment period subsequent
to the adoption of § 817.121(c)(2). See 49
FR 26898 (June 29,1984). Section 942.817
incorporates 30 CFR Part 817 by
reference, thereby adopting
§ 817.121(c)(2) for the Tennessee
program. Because the public had an
adequate opportunity to comment on
§ 817.121(c)(2) as it applies in the State
of Tennessee, the portion of
§ 817.121(c)(2) suspended by this notice
will remain effective in Tennessee until
the completion of the national
rulemaking reproposing § 817.121(c)(2).
Section 823.11(a) Exemption From
Special Prime Farmland Performance
Standards for Coal Preparation Plants,
Support Facilities and Roads
Under 30 CFR 823.11(a), land occupied
by coal preparation plants, support
facilities, and roads associated with
surface and underground mines, which
are actively used over an extended time
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period and which affect a minimal
amount of land, is excluded from the
special prime farmland performance
standards of 30 CFR Part 823. See 48 FR
21446, 21452-21454 (May 12,1983). These
performance standards address soil
removal and stockpiling, soil
replacement, and the revegetation and
restoration of soil productivity. The
exemption for such facilities associated
with underground mining w.as suggested
by the Court in its May 16,1980 opinion.
In Re: Permanent (I), May 16,1980
Memorandum Opinion at 1-3. In
extending the exemption to listed
surface facilities of both surface and
underground coal mining operations,
OSM reasoned that these long term uses
and their effects were similar for both
types of mining. See 48 FR at 21452 (May
12,1983).
The Court held that the Secretary
ignored basic differences between
surface and underground mining
operations when he promulgated the
rule. According to the Court, in
underground mining the surface
facilities are used for an extended
period of time and that, consequently,
the soil removed incident to their
construction must be maintained and
stored for that same time period. By
contrast, the Court stated that in surface
mining, the topsoil need not be stored
for many years, but rather it could be
redistributed over areas disturbed by
surface operations as surface mining
activity progresses. The Court, therefore,
remanded the regulation to the
Secretary insofar as it addressed
facilities used in surface mining. Mem.
Op. at 22-23. This suspension
implements that direction. The
suspension of the exemption as it relates
to facilities used in surface mining
means that prime farmland occupied by
all coal preparation plants, support
facilities and roads that are part of the
surface mining activities must meet the
applicable prime farmland performance
standards.
With respect to underground mining,
the Court found that the exemption
properly applies to the enumerated
surface facilities that are “actively used
over extended periods of time where
such uses affect a minimal amount of
land.” 30 CFR 823.11(a); Mem. Op. at 23.
Thus, the exemption remains applicable
to the specified surface facilities of
underground mines. However, the Court
found that the regulation does not
specify what constitutes an “extended”
period of time or a “minimal” amount of
land. Mem. Op. at 23. The Court
therefore directed the Secretary to
provide guidelines limiting the scope of
this exception for listed facilities related

to underground mining. Id. OSM intends
to propose a rule to clarify the scope of
the exemption as it applies to
underground mine surface facilities in
accordance with the Court’s opinion.
Section 823.11(b) Exemption From
Special Prime Farmland Performance
Standards for Impoundments
Under the Act and its implementing
regulations, prime farmland must be
returned to its premining capability after
the mining operation is completed. See
section 519(c); 30 CFR 785.17(e)(1),
800.40(c)(2) and 823.15. However, in 30
CFR 823.11(b), 48 FR 21446 (May 12,
1983), OSM created an exception to that
requirement for certain water bodies left,
by operators after mining.
On October 1,1984, the Court held
that the regulation as written provided
an impermissibly broad variance from
the post-mining use of prime farmland.
Mem. Op. at 21. Accordingly, OSM
suspends § 823.11(b). The suspension of
this rule will mean that the regulatory
authority cannot approve the retention
of impoundments as satisfying the
operator’s obligation to restore prime
farmland to premining equivalent levels
of yield.
The Court did not reach the issue of
whether or not water bodies would be
allowable under the Act as a beneficial
part of prime farmland use. OSM is,
therefore, considering proposing a new
rule which would allow impoundments
that are beneficial to agricultural
activity.

III. Procedural Matters
Executive Order 12291

The DOI has examined this
suspension notice according to the
criteria of Executive Order 12291
(February 17,1981) and has determined
that it is not major and does not require
a regulatory impact analysis. The
promulgation in 1983 of the rules being
suspended was not a major action and
for the same reasons, neither is this
suspension.
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prepared by the Department of the
Interior. These are the Final
Environmental Impact Statement O SM EIS-1 and the Final Environmental
Impact Statement OSM-EIS-1:
Supplement. These are on file at The
OSM Administrative Record at 1100 L,
Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
Paperwork Reduction A ct
No new information collection
requirements are imposed by these
suspensions. The reinstated information
collection requirements of §§ 779.20,
780.16, 783.20 and 784.21 were previously
approved by the Office of Management
and Budget under 44 U .S.C. 3507 and
assigned clearance numbers 1029-0035,
1029-0036,1029-0038, and 1029-0039,
respectively.

List of Subjects
30 CFR Part 701

Coal mining, Law enforcement,
Surface mining, Underground mining.
30 CFR Part 779

Coal mining, Environmental
protection, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Surface mining.
30 CFR Part 780

Coal mining, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements, Surface
mining.
30 CFR Part 783
Coal mining, Environmental
protection, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Underground mining.
30 CFR Part 784
Coal mining, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements,
Underground mining.
30 CFR Part 800
Coal mining, Insurance, Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements, Surety
bonds, Surface mining, Underground,
mining.

Regulatory F lexib ility A ct •
The DOI also has determined,
pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility
Act, 5 U .S.C. 601 et seq., -that the
suspension will not have a significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities for the same '
reasons that the promulgation of the
rules in 1983 did not have such an
impact.

30 CFR Part 816
Coal mining, Environmental
protection, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Surface mining.

National Environm ental P olicy A ct

30 CFR Part 823
Agriculture, Coal mining,
Environmental protection, Surface
mining, Underground mining.

The effect of the suspensions covered
by this notice is covered in two
environmental impact statements

30 CFR Part 817
Coal mining, Environmental
protection, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Underground mining.
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In consideration of the foregoing, the
following regulations in 30 CFR Parts
701, 779, 780, 783, 784, 800, 816, 817 and
823 are amended.
Dated: February 14,1985.

PART 783— [AMENDED]

PART 817— [AMENDED]

§783.20

§ 817.41

[A m ended]

5. The Note suspending § 783.20 is
removed.

Leona A . Power,

PART 784— [AM ENDED]

Acting A ssistan t Secretary fo r Land and
M inerals Management

§784.21

[A m ended]

PART 701— [AMENDED]

6. The Note suspending § 784.21 is
removed.

§ 701.5

P A R T 800— [AM ENDED]

[A m ended]

1. In § 701.5, the definition of
“ agricultural activities or farming” is
suspended.
2. In § 701.5, the definition of “road” is
suspended except as cross-referenced in
§ 942.701 of this chapter.

§ 800.11

[A m ended]

PART 779— [AMENDED]
§ 779.20

§ 800.13

[A m ended]

[A m en ded]

8. Section 800.13(a)(2) is suspended.
PART 816— [AM ENDED]

PART 780— [AMENDED]
§§816.150 an d 816.151
§780.16

[A m ended]

4. The Note suspending § 780.16 is
removed.

§817.121

[A m ended]

11. In § 817.121(c)(2), the phrase “ [tjo
the extent required under State law“ is
suspended except as cross-referenced in
§ 942.817 of this chapter.
§§ 817.150 an d 817.151

7. Section 800.11(b) is suspended
insofar as it allows the bond to be
posted for less than the entire area
within the permit area upon which
surface coal mining and reclamation
operations will be conducted during the
initial permit term.

3. The Note suspending § 779.20 is
removed.

[A m en ded]

10. Section 817.41(b)(2) is suspended.

[A m ended]

9. Sections 816.150 and 816.151 are
suspended except as cross-referenced in
§ 942.816 of this chapter.

[A m en ded)

12. Sections 817.150 and 817.151 are
suspended except as cross-referenced in
§ 942.817 of this chapter.
PART 823— [AM ENDED]
§ 8 2 3 .lt

[A m ended]

13. Section 823.11(a) is suspended
insofar as it excludes from the
requirements of Part 823 those coal
preparation plants, support facilities,
and roads that are surface mining
activities.
§823.11

[A m ended]

14. Section 823.11(b) is suspended.
(30 U .S.C. 1201 etseq .)
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